
ON A PROBLEM OF M. A. ZORN

pierre lelong

1. Introduction. M. A. Zorn has proved [l]1 the following result:

If every substitution

(1.1) Sab:    x = at,    y = bt,

in which a and b are complex numbers, transforms the formal develop-

ment F— E<J aijX'y1 into a power series Fa,b(t) with a nonvanishing

radius of convergence, the series F= E¿.y l0»^^'! converges for

sufficiently small |x| and |y|.

The conclusion is, in other terms: F is the Taylor series of a func-

tion of two complex variables x, y which is analytic at the point

(x = 0,y = 0).
M. A. Zorn suggested, and Rimhak Ree [2] proved recently, that

it is sufficient to consider, in the hypothesis, the substitutions Sab

with a and b real.

This result is however incomplete: we are here resolving the follow-

ing problem: what are the minimal conditions which must be im-

posed on a class [S„0] of substitutions (1.1) transforming F into a

convergent power series Fa,b(t), in order that the preceding conclu-

sion hold for any given formal development F?

It is convenient, for our purpose, to introduce the following defini-

tion.

Definition. The class [Sa.b] of substitutions (1.1) is called normal

if the convergence of the power series Fa,b(t) for every 5a0G [Sa.b] im-

plies for any given formal development F to be the Taylor series of

an analytic function of x, y.

The following remarks will be useful: if X is a complex number

different from zero, and a=\a, ß=\b, then the series Faß(t) and Fab(t)

are simultaneously convergent or divergent; the substitution Soo is

degenerate and we may suppose that it is excluded from [S0,&].

We consider therefore the correspondences

(1.2) [Sa,b]-+E(a, b)-*E(ß).

E(a, b) is the image set of [Sa,b] in the complex projective space with

homogeneous coordinates a, b; the point of coordinates a, b belongs to

E(a, b) if, and only if, Sa,b belongs to [Sa,b] and if (a, b) is different

from the pair (0, 0).

E(ß) is the image set of [Sa¡b ] in the whole complex plane by ß = b/a.
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1 Numbers in brackets refer to the bibliography at the end of the paper.
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For brevity's sake, we shall say that the set E is an F„ if E is the

sum of an enumerable set of bounded and closed sets.

Then the solution of the above problem is given by the following

theorem.

Theorem 1. The class [Sa,b] of substitutions (1.1) is a normal one if,

and only if, the image set E(ß) is not contained in an F, of vanishing

capacity.

The non-normal classes [Sa.b] are therefore in correspondence with

the Fa of vanishing capacity and their subsets in the complex plane

of the variable ß = b/a.

Theorem 1 is a consequence of two different results.

Theorem la (Generalisation of M. A. Zorn's theorem). If

every substitution (1.1) of a class [Sa,b] corresponding by (1.2) to an

image set E(ß) of positive capacity transforms the formal development

F = E>.j aa x'y' into a power series Fai,(t) with a nonvanishing radius of

convergence, then F is analytic in x, y, and F= E¿.¿ I d-axy'l converges

for sufficiently small \x\, \y\.
The same result is true, more generally, if E(ß) cannot be included in

an F„ of vanishing capacity.

Theorem H- If the image set E(ß) of the given class [Sa,b] of substitu-

tions ( 1.1 ) is contained in an F„ of vanishing capacity, then there exists a

development F= E«.j o-axy' with the following properties:

(a) Every substitution 5„i,G [Sa,b] transforms F into a power series

F0b(t) with a vanishing radius of convergence.

(b) F= 2~2i.i\aiixiy>\  diverges except for x = y = Q.

Theorem lb shows that a complete solution of M. A. Zorn's prob-

lem could not be obtained without making use of the notion of ca-

pacity of sets, or, at least, of the class of sets of vanishing capacity

in the complex plane.

2. For the convenience of the reader, we shall give a brief ac-

count of some results of the theory of potential and subharmonic2

functions, which are useful in this paper. It is sufficient, for our pur-

pose, to consider closed sets and Fc sets.

Io Let £ be a bounded set inside the circle C(0, R) of center 0

and radius R; dß being a positive mass distribution on E, let us con-

sider both the potentials

2 We recall that a subharmonic function in C(0, R) is the sum of a harmonic

function and a potential (2.2). For the general case, the reader will refer to [5] and
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(2.1) U" = Jlog \z-a\dp{a),

dp(a).(2.2) F« = J*log
R(z - a)

R2 - az

The upper bound of the positive masses that E can bear under

the condition V* è — 1 on E is called the capacity of E relative to

C(0, R).
A different notion will be obtained by considering the potential

U1' defined in the whole plane. Let us call Af„ the maximum of U" on

E, for a mass distribution on E of value 1 ; let y be the lower bound

of M„; then C(E)=e~lly is called the logarithmic capacity of E.

It is easy to prove that both of the above defined measures of ca-

pacity are simultaneously vanishing.

A mass distribution will be called rational if it is composed of a finite

number of punctual masses of rational values. To define the capacity

C(E) we may consider only rational distributions on E [3 and 4];

in particular, on a given closed and bounded set E, of vanishing

logarithmic cpacity, it is possible, for every p>0, to define a rational

mass distribution of total value ju= 1, such that U"g — p on E.

2° E= Ei-i £•> Ior bounded and closed £,-, and C(£,)=0 yield

C(E)=0.
Consequently, if E is closed and unbounded, we say that E is of

vanishing capacity if, and only if, the intersection of E with C(0, R)

is of vanishing capacity for every R. So in the whole plane, the point

» is a set of vanishing capacity.

When m is a discontinuous function, we define its upper régularisa-

tion m* =reg. sup. w by the following conditions [7, 8]:

(i) n*è«.

(ii) u* is upper semi-continuous.

(iii) u* is the smallest function satisfying (i) and (ii).

We may say that u* is the smallest upper semi-continuous major-

ant of u, or that w* is at every point equal to the Baire's maximum of

u.

Let us recall some properties of upper-bounded sequences of poten-

tials and subharmonic functions w„ < M.

[ai] Let w = lim sup un and w*=reg. sup. u. Then u* is a sub-

harmonic function [6 and 7].

[a2] If uTn(z)=(l/2ir)Jfun(z+rei»)d8, u* may be obtained by the

following process: u*(z) =limr_0 [lim sup„ w„(z)].

[a.3] We have ugu* everywhere and u = u* except on a set of

vanishing capacity.
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3. We shall now prove a very useful property of the sequences of

polynomials.3

Theorem 2. Let Pn(z) be a sequence of polynomials, with degree

Pn=^n; the functions m„(z) = (1/m) log |Pn(z)| and their means u'n(z)

on the circumferences C(z, r) have the following properties for r > 0 :

A. uTn(z) is a uniformly continuous family of functions of z, in the

complex plane, for all n, r belonging to an interval r^r0>0.

B. Let ar = lim sup uTn(0) for a positive value of r. Then only three

cases are possible :

(i) aT= — oo. Then un(z) converges uniformly to — » in every

bounded domain of the complex plane.

(ii) ar = + oo. Then u(z) = lim sup m„(z) is 4- oo except on an F, set

of vanishing capacity.

(iii) — oo <ar< 4- ». Then u*(z) =reg. sup. u(z) is subharmonic in

the plane; the set u<u* is an Fc of vanishing capacity.

The proof of A is easy. Let <p¡,(r) be equal to log r if r^p and equal

to log p if O^rgp: </>„(>") is a continuous function of r and satisfies

the following Lipschitz condition:

(3.1) | *p(r) - *,(/) | ú K, | r - r' | ;       Kt - t/p •

For every pair of points z, a, let us have

(3.2) x,(z, a) = <¡>p(\z-a\).

If Pn(z)=An(z — ai) ■ ■ ■ (z —fl„) and if ßn is a distribution of

n'en masses equal to 1/n, we get

(3.3) m„(z) = — log I Pn(z) | = — log I An | + t/"»,
n n

1      i    i     c
(3.4) w„(z) =—log |.4B| +  I   Xr(z, a)dßn(a).

n J

By (3.1) and (3.2), and fdßn^l, we find, for r>r0>0,

I   Xr(zi, a)dßn(a) -  I   xr(z2, a)dßn(a)

^ KT\ zi - z2\ Ú KH\zi- z2\

and, by (3.4),

(3.5) | m„(zi) - M„r(z2) I ^ Kn | zi - z21.

1 In view of the other applications [see 7 ] we have once stated partially Theorem 2.
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The  definition  of <i>p(r)  yields,  for p^r0, p'^r0,   \<Pp(r)—tpp>(r)\

úKr,\p~p'\,

(3.6) |  xpiz, a) -  xAz, a)\ g Kro\p- p'\.

By (3.5) and (3.6) we get for p > r0, r>r0,

(3.7) | w„(zi) - «„(z2) | < Kr<)[ | p - r \ + \ zx - z21 ].

Part A of the theorem is therefore proved; (3.7) gives a very

simple form of the Lipschitz condition.

Part B can be deduced from A and from the above recalled prop-

erties of the upper-bounded sequences of subharmonic functions.

(i) If ar= — co, then m„(0)—>— =o and, by (3.7), w„(z) tends uni-

formly to — co in every bounded domain ; the majorization u„(z) g urn(z)

yields that m„(z) also converges uniformly to — co ; in case (i) we get

U(z) = W*(z) = — co.

(ii) If ar= + co, there exists a subsequence unp(z) such that

lim M;r(0) = + =o. Let Xp = wrBp(0), and u\{z) = (1/A>„p(z); (3.7)

shows that uTv(z) tends to 1 for every z, and r>0.

(iii) If ar is bounded, w„(z) is bounded and therefore m(z) and

u*(z) are upper bounded in every compact set (bounded and closed

set) of the plane. Let us put

up(z) = sup un(z) ;

up(z) is a nonincreasing sequence and limp,«, up{z)=u(z). On the

other hand, un(z) are continuous functions; up(z) is lower semi-

continuous and u* — up(z) is an upper semi-continuous function. The

sets £„,„ = £(«* —w"^ 1/ra) are therefore closed sets, and nondecreas-

ing functions of ra and p; E = E(u* — u>0) =limn,Pt00 En,p= E«.p En,P

is therefore an F„ set; E = E(u<u*) is, according to property [as],

an Fc of vanishing capacity.

By property [a2] we get

u'*(z) = reg. sup. [lim sup un(z) ] = lim [lim sup m„(z) ] = 1.
r=0

Theset £(w<co) is a subset of E(u' = 0) and £(m' = 0)C£(x'<1)

= E(u'<u'*). The set E(u< <x>) is therefore of vanishing capacity.

It is also an F„ (see (iii)). Theorem 2 is proved.

Now, we shall establish a reciprocal proposition of B, case (ii).

Theorem 3. If the set E in the complex plane is contained in an F, of

vanishing capacity, there exists a sequence Pn(z) of polynomials with

degree P»^ra, such that tt(z)= lim sup (1/ra) log |Pn(z)| is equal to
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4- oo except on a set FJ of vanishing capacity containing the given set E.

Proof. By the hypothesis we get E<ZF„= E-E»; En is a closed

set; when En is unbounded let us call £„,p the intersection of En with

C{0, n),

E C E E".p = lim £*   with    £* =   E   En.P-
n,P n+p—>_k

£k is closed and bounded ; thus there exists a rational mass distribu-

tion of value 1 on £k such that on £k,

W* = E -log I z — «.-,* Ia'''* Ú — K.
Nk        '

E¿ 0Li,k = Nk; cii,k, Nk are positive integers. Let us have

Pk(z) = e*n (z - ö.-.*)ai'*. «(2) = hm sup— log | Pk(z) | = W* + k.
k       k

u(z) is less than or equal to 1 on F„= Ep £p'< on the other hand

Mt(0)—►+ °° when &—►+ oo. Theorem 2, case (ii), yields u(z) = + °o

except on an F,' DF„D£. Theorem 3 is proved.

4. To prove Theorem 10, let us now consider the given class [Sa,b]

of substitutions (1.1) (we recall that Soo is excepted from [5a,ö]). Let

E(ß) = £ be the image set of [S0,&] in the complex plane of the vari-

able ß = b/a. We may consider a new class [<ra,b] of substitutions de-

fined as follows.

(4.1) SabG[<Ta,b]    if   a = 1    and   b = ß/a G 6.

The image set of [ffa.b] in the /3-plane is also 6, and therefore Fab(t)

is a convergent power series for a = 1, 6 G £,

(4.2) /?.»(/) - ¿ <• ¿«_,•.,■ ô' = E *-<P»(&).
n=0 )'=0

Pn(z) = Ei-o an-j,jZ' is of degree less than or equal to n.

For zG £, the radius p of convergence of (4.2) is nonvanishing.

1
(4.3) — log p = lim sup — log | Pn(z) | < + oo       for z G 6.

n

By the hypothesis, 6 is not a subset of an F„ set of vanishing ca-

pacity. Let us consider the sequence

(4.4) Mn(z) = - log | PB(z) |
n
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and apply Theorem 2. (4.3) is exclusive of the case (ii); w„(z) are in

consequence uniformly bounded in the circle C(0, 2r) ; in C(0, r) we

get a majorization un{z) ^=un(z) ^ log M;        \Pn(z)\ ^M".

Cauchy's formula yields

| On-u\ ^ Mnr-'\

F= E».j QijX'y' is therefore majorized by

P — E I «¿j^y | è Mi+i \ x'\\ y'\

which converges for \x\ <l/M, \y\ ^r/M. Theorem la is proved.

Proof of Theorem lb- We suppose now that the class [Sa¿] mak-

ing Fab(t) convergent corresponds (Soo excepted) to an image set

£ = E(ß) which is a subset of an F„ of vanishing capacity. We shall

prove that [Sa,&] is not a normal class of substitutions (1.1).

By Theorem 3, there exists a sequence of polynomials Pn(z)

= Ej-o ön-y.yz' such that if u„(z) = (1/w) log | Pn{z) \, we have

(4.5) lim «1(0) = oo.

The sequence of polynomials Pn(z) belongs to case (ii) of Theorem

2.
Let us put F= {.it anxy'. F becomes convergent by the substitu-

tions Sao G [Sa,b]-

On the other hand, if F were an analytic function of x, y for \x\

¿r, \y\ ^r, Mi being the maximum of | F(x, y)\ for \x\ =\y\ = r, we

could write, by Cauchy's formula,

(4.6) \<Hi\ = Mir-(i+'».

F= E»'.;' I ciijxy'l is majorized by the series MEl^/H 'l^/H ' which
converges for |*[ <r, \y\ <r, or for |x| gp, \y\ gp, and p<r.

Reciprocally, if F converges for \x\ ^r, |y| =^r, and F(r, r) = M2,

we get a majorization | a,y| ^ M2r-<-i+i) of the same form. It is therefore

sufficient to prove that (4.6) and (4.5) are in contradiction; (4.6)

yields, for \z\ ¿1, | Pn(z)| g E*«-n|aa\ = (n+i)Mi. un(z) = (1/w) log

[ Pn(z) I is therefore upper bounded for \z\ < 1 ; «„(0) is upper bounded

for 0<r<l; the contradiction with (4.5) and, as a consequence,

Theorem lb, is proved.

As a consequence of the preceding results, we may remark that

two alternatives only are possible concerning the class a(F) of sub-

stitutions (1.1) which transform a formal development into a con-

vergent series Fab(t): either every Sa0 belongs to <r(F), or the image

set of c(F) is an F, set of vanishing capacity.
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In view of applications, let us remark that every enumerable set

(for example the set of rational or algebraic numbers a, b) of sub-

stitutions Sab is non-normal, that is to say, it is impossible, without

using particular hypothesis on the <z,y, to deduce the convergence of

F (except for x = y = 0) and the analyticity of F from the convergence

of the series Fab(t).
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NOTE ON A SERIES OF PRODUCTS OF
THREE LEGENDRE POLYNOMIALS

JOHN   P.   VINTI

Let x, y, and z be real variables and Pt the Legendre polynomial

of order /. In this note we shall prove the following theorem:

E (i + —) p,(*)p,(y)p«(«) = Tr-'r"2 (g > o)
(1)        ,=ov   2/

= 0 (g < 0)

(- 1 < # < 1, - 1 < y < 1, - 1 < z < 1),

where

(1.1) g(x, y, z) = 1 — x"~ — y2 — z2 + 2xyz.

Furthermore, if T+ be the region of x, y, z space, as above de-

limited, for which g>0, and T- be the region for which g<0, the

convergence is uniform with respect to any one of the variables x, y,

or z, taken singly, that is, throughout any closed interval along

which only one of the variables changes and which is interior either to

T+ or to T—
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